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Abstract
In this work we investigate unsupervised activity discovery approaches using three
topic model (TM) approaches, based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), ngram TM (NTM), and correlated TM (CTM). While LDA structures activity primitives, NTM adds primitive sequence information, and CTM exploits co-occurring
topics. We use an activity composite/primitive abstraction and analyze three public datasets with different properties that affect the discovery, including primitive
rate, activity composite specificity, primitive sequence similarity, and compositeinstance ratio. We compare the activity composite discovery performance among
the TM approaches and against a baseline using k-means clustering. We provide
guidelines for method and optimal TM parameter selection, depending on data
properties and activity primitive noise. Results indicate that TMs can outperform
k-means clustering up to 17%, when composite specificity is low. LDA-based
TMs showed higher robustness against noise compared to other TMs and k-means.
Keywords: Activity routines, daily routines, topic modeling, hierarchical activity
recognition, activity discovery
1. Introduction
Discovering activity composites in ubiquitous sensor data could provide insights into individual behavior with broad applications stretching from assisted
living to medical diagnosis. Unsupervised discovery approaches enable users and
analysts to detect and describe structures in activity sensor data without requiring
annotations and supervised pattern learning.
A hierarchical abstraction has often been considered to partition human behavior into activity primitives, which can be recognized from on-body and ambient
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Figure 1: Example of a hierarchical activity abstraction that is considered for activity discovery. In
this example, three activity composites could be discovered based on various activity primitives. In
this work, we analyze the performance of unsupervised discovery methods based on topic models
using real-world datasets with different properties.

sensor data, and more abstract activity composites. Typically, activity primitives
have a fine temporal granularity and must be suitable for recognition from sensor
measurements. Subsequently, activity primitives could be composed into activity
composites using discovery methods. Figure 1 exemplarily illustrates the hierarchical abstraction. Some approaches towards activity discovery from ubiquitous
sensor data have been proposed (see Sec. 2 for more details), however the required
activity data properties and algorithm configurations are not established. In addition, datasets vary widely depending on the application, e.g. regarding activity
primitive composition and composite specificity.
TMs are probabilistic graphical models and find their origin in the text processing community. TMs were initially used to discover hidden topics from a
corpus of documents, each containing a bag-of-words from a predefined vocabulary [10]. In activity discovery, words correspond to activity primitives and topics
to activity composites. An appropriate configuration of TMs depending on the
data properties is essential to obtain meaningful composite discovery results. In
particular, the selection of TM parameters, including primitive segment size and
number of activity topics, has large impact on the discovery performance. The
most frequently applied TM based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) uses
activity primitive histograms, e.g. in [22]. These histograms represent timeindependent statistics of primitives, thus do not consider primitive sequences as
they often occur in activity and behavior data. The sequence of activity primi-
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tives might provide important information on the data structure and could enhance
discovery performance. Although discovery approaches exist that incorporate sequence information (e.g. [3], [25], [1]), the benefits of using sequence information are not yet established. Similarly, activity composites may co-occur, which
could be captured using correlated TMs (CTM) [8].
In this paper, we investigate three topic modeling approaches based on LDA,
the n-gram TM NTM and CTM, in three public activity datasets with different
activity data properties that affect the topic modeling. The paper provides the
following contributions:
1. We introduce LDA, NTM, and CTM approaches for activity discovery and
compare performances in three datasets to a baseline method using k-means
data clustering. Based on the results, we provide recommendations on optimal TM parameter choices. For this investigation, we consider three publically available datasets.
2. We investigate four essential dataset properties, including the activity primitive rate, composite specificity, primitive sequence similarity, and compositeinstance ratio, which affect the TM operation to derive guidelines for TM
parameter choice to achieve optimal discovery performance.
3. We analyze the effects of imperfect activity primitive recognition on discovery performance. Here, we consider primitive insertion and deletion errors
to illustrate TM performance bounds.
In our previous work, we investigated LDA-based TMs and simulated activity
data with varying data properties [27]. In this work, we extend the discovery
analysis to include NTM, CTM, and a baseline method for comparisons on three
structurally different datasets. We also refine the dataset properties considered to
provide guidelines in parameter and method selection.
2. Related Work
In activity discovery, histogram based methods are frequently used to extract
structural patterns. Gu et al. extracted characteristic object use fingerprints applying web-mining and discovered contrast patterns for each activity using emerging
patterns [18] . Each activity’s fingerprint consisted of a histogram over object
usage. Begole et al. applied a rhythm model to visualize daily rhythms from
computer usage by clustering patterns of computer activity [5]. Besides the approaches using clustering-based methods, probabilistic models were also applied
for activity discovery. Barger et al. used probabilistic mixture models to infer
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behavior patterns in daily life from clusters that were formed from occurrence
statistics of senors events in a smart home [4].
TMs have been frequently applied to discover human activities and body postures from video data and image features such as [29, 7, 23, 20, 6]. Applications
of TMs in activity discovery from wearable sensors are less frequent. Farrahi et
al. inferred daily routines from proximity [15] and mobile phone data [16] using
TMs. Huynh et al. discovered daily routine patterns from activity primitives by
applying a TM [22] to a personal monitoring dataset obtained over several regular
days. Subsequently, identified topics were mapped to daily life routines. In this
work, we follow a similar approach for TM-based activity discovery. However,
we aim at an in-depth analysis of TMs when being adapted for activity discovery
across different datasets, investigate optimal parameter choices, and study TMs
under primitive recognition noise with the aim to guide method and parameter
selection.
Sequential information has been considered to infer activities of daily living.
Aztiria et al. applied a sequential pattern mining algorithm and defined a descriptive language to infer user behavior in daily life from smart home sensor data [3].
Rashidi et al. used a discontinuous varied order sequence mining algorithm to
extract sequences in smart home sensor data [25]. Subsequently, they applied
clustering on extracted sequence patterns to discover ADLs. Ali et al. used the
Closet+ algorithm for sequence mining and created an activity tree at different
granularities to discover daily routines from physical activity levels [1]. Clarkson
et al. applied time-series clustering to audio and video data [14]. Subsequently,
hierarchical HMMs were used for unsupervised activity inference. Hamid et al.
extracted n-grams from event streams and used a histogram based approach to
reveal activity patterns by solving a graph-theoretical problem [19]. Farrahi et
al. introduced a distant N-gram TM to discover topics that entirely depend on sequences of locations and revealed days of similar location sequences using mobile
phone location data [17]. Hamid et al. introduced n-grams to represent activities
in terms of their local event sequences in video data [20]. Subsequently, they used
histograms of n-grams to discover the various categories of human behavior.
The variety of sequence-based approaches suggests that sequence information
is valuable for activity discovery. However, the approaches mentioned above require that sequential information actually exists among activity primitives. However, depending on the behavioral data, activity primitives or sensor events might
not necessarily show a fixed sequence information for all activities and instances.
Bettadapura et al. included sequence information from video data in their discovery approach by extending event histograms with n-grams extracted from events
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and event durations [6]. Similar to their work we enrich activity primitive histograms with sequential information based on n-grams. While [6] introduce a new
approach for n-gram encoding and extraction based on local and global temporal
structure combined with a k-means clustering for activity discovery we investigated the advantage of integrating sequential information to TMs. We introduce
NTMs, as a new TM approach to extract n-grams from activity primitives and
combine sequential and non-sequential information for activity discovery.
The text processing and vision community adopted a variety of promising
TM approaches. The CTM was successfully used to consider correlations of cooccurring topics in a document [8]. Tu et al. used the CTM to infer human actions
from video data [28]. Wang and Mori [30] introduced a semi-latent CTM for human activity recognition in video sequences. In this work, we discuss, why the
correlation characteristic might be useful for activity discovery from activity primitive sequences and investigate discovery performance of the CTM in comparison
to the standard LDA-based TM and others.
3. Activity Discovery Using Topic Models
In this chapter we describe the topic modeling approach for activity discovery
and introduce three types of TMs, LDA, NTM, and CTM. The general framework
for processing activity primitives, performing discovery, and mapping topics to
activity composites is detailed.
3.1. Activity Discovery Framework
An overview of our approach for activity composite discovery from activity
primitives is illustrated in Figure 2. As basis for the discovery task, we consider
a vocabulary of activity primitives of fixed size N that can be recognized from
sensor data, using activity classification or spotting methods. Since recognizers
may work in parallel, we consider X channels of continuously operating activity
primitive generators. In the first step, for each channel {1...X}, time segments s
of segment size DS containing activity primitives are formed using sliding windows. Subsequently, primitive histograms Hxs are extracted for each channel x
and time segment
PX s. A combined histogram HXs across all channels X is generated: HXs = x=1 Hxs . The total set of S primitive histograms HX is used as
input for the activity composite discovery. The discovery methods then produce
a topic activation matrix Γ of size (S × K) for every time segment s as detailed
below for each TM. For k-means, we used K clusters and set them according to
TM’s topic count K. The matrix Γ weighs the activation of K activity topics in
5
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Figure 2: Framework for activity composite discovery. X parallel recognizers (channels) continuously provide activity primitives, which are segmented with segment size DS per channel.
Primitive histograms are derived for each time segment. Subsequently, K activity topics are inferred from primitive histograms by applying one of the discovery methods LDA, NTM, CTM or
baseline. K activity topics are finally mapped to M activity composites using a kNN classifier.

each time segment {1...S}. Finally, for evaluation a k-nearest neighbor algorithm
was used to map activity topics and activity composites as detailed in Section 6.2.
In the following, we present the basic ideas of TMs. A more detailed description of the TMs learning process is beyond the scope of this paper. The reader is
referred to the references mentioned.
3.2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
LDA is a three-level hierarchical Bayesian model (see Figure 3) and can be applied to infer activity topic activations from a corpus of segments, each containing
discrete activity primitives. LDA is based on the following principles:
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1. Each activity primitive pn n ∈ {1...Ps } in a time segment s is assigned to
one topic zn . Each topic z, where z ∈ 1...K has a fixed PDF, defined as the
distribution over activity primitives pi i ∈ 1, 2, ...N . The PDF is assumed
as multinomial Mult(βzj , ...βzN ), with βzj defining the probability of each
activity primitive j ∈ {1...N } in topic z. The probability of primitive pn
depends on p(pn |zn , β).
2. For each time segment s, there is a PDF θs over activity topics defined, denoting the probability p(zn |θs ) of topic zn for any primitive pn n ∈ {1...Ps }
in time segment s. The activity topic distribution θs of each segment s ∈
{1...S} is derived from a Dirichlet density distribution Dir(α) with p(θs |α).
When applying topic models in activity discovery, hyperparameters α, β, θs and
activity topics zn are hidden and need to be inferred from observed activity primitives pn in the time segments s. TM parameters are optimized within a variational
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm that maximizes the likelihood ` of all
time segments s ∈ {1...S} where each segment s includes Ps activity primitives:
!
S Z
Ps X
K
Y
Y
p(θs |α)
p(zsn|θs )p(psn |zsn , β) dθs
(1)
`(α, β) =
s=1

n=1 z=1

We used the implementation of [9] where hyperparameters are optimized iteratively within the EM algorithm based on observed activity primitives pn in a corpus of time segments S. As initialization we used α = 0.01 as suggested by [22].
Other TM parameters were initialized randomly.
Applying LDA provides a (S × K) topic activation matrix Γ for each segment based on the estimated TM parameters. The rows of Γ consist of the Kdimensional activity topic proportions θs per time segment s. More detailed information on LDA can be found in the work of Blei et al. [9].
3.3. N-gram Topic Model (NTM)
Activity primitive sequences might be characteristic for an activity composite and thus provide useful information for the discovery. Here, we introduce the
NTM, an extended version of the LDA-based TM considering both, primitive histograms and activity primitive sequences. We expanded the primitive vocabulary
with L n-grams, thus resulting in a primitive vocabulary of size N 0 = N + L.
N-grams were extracted from the primitive sequences separately for each channel
x ∈ {1...X}, after filtering replications of activity primitives.
In order to find meaningful n-grams, we extracted multi-activity primitive sequences from a corpus of time segments [12]: LDA with K activity topics is
7
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Figure 3: Graphical models for LDA, NTM and CTM [11]. Unshaded nodes denote hidden model
parameters, shaded nodes correspond to observed primitives p, rectangulars illustrate replications
for all primitives p ∈ {1...Ps } in a time segment s ∈ {1...S}. Edges indicate dependencies
between two parameters. The LDA and NTM model vary in the activity primitive vocabulary.

applied to infer topic assignments zsn for each activity primitive pn ∈ 1...Ps in
segment s ∈ 1...S. Pairs v of activity primitives p and topics z were obtained
according to:
v = (p1 , z1 ), (p2 , z2 ), (p3 , z3 ), ..., (pPs , zPs ).
(2)
Subsequently, a recursive permutation test [24] was run to identify new n-grams
from v until no further significant n-grams were added. The permutation test provides a score that measures the degree of dependency between activity primitives.
N-grams showing a significant score (p-value) are considered relevant. We considered only 2 and 3-grams, where each n-gram should occur at least once in each
instance of an activity.
The n-grams found in the primitive streams of each channel x were upsampled
to match the primitive frequency f and added as additional channel x resulting
in X 0 = X + X2gram + X3gram = 3X channels. X 0 included unigram primitive
channels X, 2-gram channels X2gram and 3-gram channels X3gram . Subsequently,
P 0
we created histograms HXs0 = X
x=1 Hxs on the extended primitive vocabulary
0
N = N + L as detailed in Sec. 3.1. Activity primitive histograms Hxs were
normed according to Hxs = Hxs /2|xs ∈ X2gram and Hxs = Hxs /3|xs ∈ X3gram
to prevent prioritized weighing of L n-grams in the fused histograms HXs0 compared to the N unigrams. Subsequently, LDA was applied to the primitive histogram set HX 0 .
3.4. Correlated Topic Model (CTM)
LDA and NTM lack the ability to capture correlations between different activity topics in a time segment. The CTM (see Fig. 3) could overcome the assumption that topics occur independently in a time segment by replacing the Dirichlet
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distribution for topics in LDA with a normal distribution. Hence, we investigate
the potential of the CTM, which follows the principle listed below:
1. Equivalent to the procedure for LDA, each activity primitive
pn n ∈ {1...Ps } in a time segment s is assigned to one topic zn with fixed
multinomial PDF Mult(βzj , ...βzN ), where βzj is the probability of each activity primitive j ∈ {1...N } in topic z.
2. For each time segment s, a PDF ηs describing the probability of topic
p(zn |ηs ) of topic zn for primitive pn in time segment s. The activity topic
distribution ηs is described by a normal distribution N (µ, Σ) with p(ηs |µ, Σ)
for each segment s ∈ {1...S}.
Hyperparameters µ, Σ, β are estimated by applying an variational EM-algorithm
to maximize the lower bound of the likelihood ` of all time segments s ∈ {1...S}
where each segment s includes Ps activity primitives:
S
Y

Q s
p(zsn |ηs )p(psn |zsn , β)
p(ηs |µ, Σ) Pn=1
.
`(µ, Σ, β) =
R
Q Ps P
p(z
|η
)p(p
|z
,
β)dη
p(η
|µ,
Σ)
K
sn
s
sn
sn
s
s
n=1
zn =1
s=1

(3)

We used the implementation of [8] where hyperparameter optimization µ, Σ, β is
done iteratively within the variational EM using random initial values. Applying
CTM segments s ∈ S provides a (S × K) topic activation matrix Γ , which specifies the activity topic proportions for each segment s and each topic k ∈ {1...K}.
The CTM approach is described in detail in [8].
3.5. Optimal Segment Size Selection
Following the TM description above, the optimal setting for the segment size
DS depends on the targeted activity composite durations. To estimate optimal
DS , we introduce wi to weigh the mean duration µi and the duration’s standard
deviation σi of an activity composite i:
(1 −

w i = PM

i=1

σi
)
µi

(1 −

σi
)
µi

(4)

The optimal segment size would be the duration of every activity composite instance. To consider
P typical variations of composite durations, the weighted mean
duration µw = M
i=1 wi µi considers µi with smaller σi as more important than
µi with
σi . Analog, the weighted standard deviation can be denoted by
Plarger
M
σw = i=1 wi σi .
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4. Dataset Properties
In this section, we introduce four essential properties that can be used to describe the dataset complexity that may affect TM-based activity discovery.
4.1. Averaged Primitive Rate
The averaged primitive rate r is the ratio of the mean number of activity primitives Ni per composite i normed to the total number of activity primitives N :
PM
1
Ni
(5)
r = 1 − M i=1 .
N
Since activity primitives are needed to infer activity composites, r provides an
intuitive quantification of the composite inference challenge. Typical value ranges
are 0 < r ≤ 1. E.g., for r → 0, the inference must be made from the same set
of activity primitives for each composite. Nevertheless, r does not reveal whether
primitives specifically describe an activity composite.
4.2. Activity Composite Specificity
The activity composite specificity s denotes the similarity among activity composites, when described by activity primitives. We derive s as follows:
PM
(i − 1) · oi
.
(6)
s = 1 − i=1
N · (M − 1)
The variable oi describes the number of activity primitives that belong to i
different activity composites. The activity composite specificity is normed to a
range [0, 1]. The more similar composites are, the lower is the specificity s. A
dataset, where all activity primitives uniquely occur within one composite attains
the maximum specificity, hence s = 1.
4.3. Activity Primitive Sequence Similarity
To quantify repetitiveness of activity primitive sequences for an activity composite m, m ∈ [1...M ], we calculate the Levenshtein distance Lm (pi , pj ) of all
combinations of activity primitive sequences pi and pj with i, j belonging to the
Ym activity instances of the same activity composite m. The averaged Levenshtein
distance Lm of the activity composite m is defined as:
PYm
i,j;i<j Lm (pi , pj )
.
(7)
Lm =
Ym ·(Ym −1)
2
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L (p ,p )

m i j
. The overall
Lm (pi , pj ) is normalized to [0, 1] by Lm (pi , pj ) = maxlength
(qi ,qj )
sequence similarity q of a dataset is calculated from the averaged Levenshtein
distances over all activity composites M :
PM
Lm
q = 1 − m=1
.
(8)
M
A dataset would obtain perfect sequence similarity for all composites, hence
q = 1, if e.g., data recordings were scripted using a fixed action protocol. In
contrast, q = 0 indicates that nonrecurring activity primitive sequence exists for
all activity composites.

4.4. Composite-instance ratio
The composite-instance ratio a denotes the ratio of activity composite count M
and number of repetitions nm per activity composite. For unbalanced datasets that
have varying activity composite instance counts, the lowest nm was considered:
a=1−

M
minM
m=1 (nm )

where M ≤ nm .

(9)

The composite-instance ratio can be used to describe the relative data available
to infer activity composites. If a = 0, the same number of activity composites as
composite instances are available. Typically, far more instances per composite
should be available than composites M , thus a > 0.
5. Evaluation Datasets
We consider three publically available datasets to evaluate the discovery methods: DART, Ubicomp’08, and Opportunity. The datasets show distinct differences
for the properties introduced in Sec. 4. For all datasets, ground truth information
at activity primitive and activity composite levels was available, which was used
to assess the discovery methods in this work. Table 1 lists all activity composites
and activity primitives for all datasets.
5.1. DART Dataset
The DART dataset [2] contains ∼ 4.8 hours of data at a frequency of 50 Hz
from two participants. Each participant performed 10 iterations of car assembly
task sequences, which we consider as activity composites. In total, there are 11
activity composites and 42 activity primitives annotated. For unlabeled data, we
introduced an unlabeled activity composite and an unlabeled activity primitive
label.
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Dataset
DART [2]

Ubicomp’08
[22]

Opportunity
[26]

Activity composites
mount front door,
mount back door,
test front door,
test back door, test
trunk, mount brake
light, test hood,
hood rod, mount
watertank, mount
bar, mount light (11)
commuting, office
work, lunch routine,
dinner activities and
unlabeled (4)

relaxing,
coffee
time, early morning,
cleanup, sandwich
time (5)

Activity primitives
open hood1, teeter hood, close hood, fetch rod, open hood2, install rod,
fetch tank, handscrew tank, pickup driver4tank, use driver4tank, return
driver4tank, fetch bar, handscrew bar, pickup driver4bar, use driver4bar, return driver4bar, fetch light, install light, pickup driver light, use driver light,
return driver light, fetch front door, hangin front door, handscrew front door,
fetch back door, hangin back door, hand screw back door, pickup rattle, use
rattle, return rattle, open front door, teeter front door, close front door, open
back door, teeter back door, close back door, open trunk, teeter trunk, close
trunk, fetch brake light, insert brake light, hand screw brake light (42)
driving bike, driving car, brushing teeth, personal hygiene, kneeling , running, sitting having a coffee, having breakfast, having dinner, having lunch,
sitting talking on phone, using the toilet, sitting desk activities, standing
talking, standing having a coffee, queuing in line, standing talking on phone,
standing using the toilet, walking, walking while carrying something, walking freely, washing dishes, picking up mensa food, lying using computer,
wiping the whiteboard, discussing at whiteboard, kneeling making fire for
barbecue, fanning barbecue, washing hands, setting the table, watching
movie, making coffee, attending a presentation, preparing food and unlabeled (34)
stand, walk, sit, lie, unlock, stir, lock, close, reach, open, sip, clean, bite,
cut, spread, release, move, bottle, salami, bread, sugar, dishwasher, switch,
milk, drawer3 (lower), spoon, knife cheese, frawer2 (middle), table, glass,
cheese, chair, door1, door2, plate, drawer1 (top), fridge, cup, knife salami,
lazychair (40)

Table 1: Datasets used in this work to assess discovery performance of different TMs. Activity
composites and activity primitives are listed with the total instance numbers in parentheses.

5.2. Ubicomp’08 Dataset
The Ubicomp’08 dataset [22] contains 84 hours of data annotations from seven
days for one test subject. The dataset is provided at a frequency of 2.5 Hz. Data
was annotated at two levels. Four daily routines plus an unlabeled routine were
available and we considered as activity composites. In addition, 34 activity primitives plus an unlabeled class were annotated.
5.3. Opportunity Dataset
The opportunity dataset [26] consists of around 30 hours of data annotations
from 5 runs for 4 different participants. The participants performed activities of
daily living (ADL) and were recorded using various sensors at a frequency of
30 Hz. Data was annotated at 3 layers, high-level activities, medium-layer activities, including arm movements, and low-level activities, comprising left and right
hand movements and object usage. In addition, locomotion was annotated. In
this work, we considered the high-level activities as activity composites and activity primitives in 5 parallel channels: locomotion (4 instances), right and left arm
12

movements (13), right and left hand object use (23 instances). In total, the dataset
lists 5 activity composites and 40 activity primitives. We introduced an unlabeled
class for both, activity composites and activity primitives for time intervals, where
no annotations were given.
6. Evaluation Methodology
6.1. TM Parameter Selection
In order to investigate TM and k-means performances, we analyzed the effect of segment size DS and the number of topics K. For each dataset, the segment size DS was varied to cover at least the minimum average activity composite duration µmin and the maximum µmax . The number of topics K was varied
around the number of activity primitives and the number of activity composites
in each dataset, respectively. For all subsequent analyses, we set the parameters as follows: for the Ubicomp’08, DS = 30 min and K = 10 according
to [22], for DART, DS = 0.7 min and K = 22, and for Opportunity K = 10
and DS = 2.5 min.
6.2. TM Performance Estimation
To obtain stable TM estimations, three training runs were performed for each
parameter setting and the run yielding the highest model likelihood was selected
for evaluation. Primitives that occur in almost every segment or rarely in any
should be removed as those primitives contain no additional information [13].
Thus, the ”unlabeled” primitive and activity primitives occurring less than 0.5%
of all primitives (without the unlabeled primitive) were disregarded. Activations
for empty segments were set to zero in the topic activation matrix Γ . We applied
Borda Count ranking [21] to topic activations of all overlapping time segments
that covered the same actual time due to the sliding windowing. The resulting total topic activation vectors were upsampled to match the ground truth frequency.
Typically, the number of activity topics K is higher than the number of activity
composites M as suggested by [22] because of variability of activity composites
in terms of activity primitive composition. In order to compare the performance
of different discovery approaches, we used topic activations Γ as feature matrix
to train a kNN classifier mapping K activity topics to M activity composites. We
used the topic activation matrix Γest obtained from TM estimation and the corresponding activity composite groundtruth to train a kNN classifier (k=1). We then
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classified the topic activation matrix Γinf that resulted from topic model inference for unseen segments using the trained kNN. Classification was based on the
minimal Euclidean Distance d(Γinf , Γest ).
6.3. Evaluation Strategy
The three datasets considered in this work contained data from different participant numbers and had different activity composite instance counts. We adjusted
our evaluation strategy to subsequently compare TM performances across the different datasets: for DART, we used a 10-fold cross-validation of all participants’
repetitions since activities were scripted and activity primitives are independent
of the individual participant. For Ubicomp’08, we applied a participant-specific
leave-one-day-out cross-validation. For Opportunity, we evaluated a participantspecific leave-one-iteration out cross-validation with five iterations and averaged
classification performances across all participants. The unlabeled activity composite data was included for TM and k-means model estimations and inference,
but left out for kNN model estimation. To measure the probabilistic deviations
due to random internal model initializations, we repeated each TM calculation
five times. The averaged class-specific accuracy and standard deviation of the five
runs were analyzed. We performed a McNemar χ2 -square test (with Yate’s continuity correction) to reveal significant accuracy differences between discovery
methods. Due to space constraints we only considered two tests for each dataset.
Test 1 was used to assess significance of performance results between the best performing TM and baseline accuracy. Test 2 was used analog to compare the best
performing TM (NTM or CTM) and the standard TM LDA. Both McNemar tests
were performed for the empirically best parameters (DS, K) for TMs on each
dataset. For the McNemar test 1 we took false positives from the best performing
TM which were at the same time true positives for baseline into account and inverse (accordingly for test 2). The level of significance was set to p = 0.05 which
equals χ2 > 3.84.
6.4. Analysis of Primitive Recognition Noise
We evaluated the effect of primitive recognition noise on discovery performance of baseline and TMs. For this purpose, we varied deletion and insertion
errors of activity primitives between 0 and 100%. E.g., 100% deletions would
indicate a total failure of an activity primitive recognizer. In addition, we evaluated the noise effect separately for most relevant and the least relevant activity
primitives of each dataset. To determine primitive relevance, we ranked activity
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Figure 4: Top panel: dataset properties for DART, Ubicomp’08 and Opportunity. Bottom panel:
dataset complexity plots, illustrating the activity discovery complexity using dataset properties.
The larger the area of the quadrangle in the complexity plot, the more challenging is the activity
discovery under the composite/primitive abstraction.

primitives in a dataset: activity primitives typically occur in one or more activity composites. The higher the number of different activity composites that an
activity primitives occurs in, the higher the primitive relevance. Ties (primitives
occurring in the same number of composites) were resolved by ranking the primitive higher that occurred more frequently in the dataset. For this analysis we used
the empirically best TM parameters (DS, K).
7. Results
7.1. Dataset Properties Analysis
Figure 4 lists the dataset properties for DART, Ubicomp’08, and Opportunity
datasets following the definitions in Sec. 4. The averaged primitive rate was low
for Ubicomp’08 (r = 0.25), followed by Opportunity (r = 0.58) and DART (r =
0.87). Furthermore, the Opportunity dataset showed the lowest activity composite
specificity s = 0.39, indicating that the activity composites have similar activity
primitive content. In contrast, DART resulted in s = 0.99. Moreover, DART
is the only dataset with high primitive sequence similarity (q = 1). Overall, the
dataset complexity plots indicate that Opportunity is the most challenging dataset
for discovery, followed by Ubicomp’08. DART provides conveniently separable
activity composites.
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Figure 5: Average class-specific accuracies and standard deviation for DART (K=22), Ubicomp’08 (K=10), and Opportunity (K=10) datasets, while varying segments sizes DS between
µmin and µmax of M activity composites. The weighted mean duration of all activity composites
µw ± σw indicates optimal parameter settings per dataset.

7.2. Selection of Segment Size and Number of Activity Topics
Figure 5 shows the TM performance while varying segment sizes DS for all
datasets. All TM approaches showed an accuracy maximum close to the weighted
mean and standard deviation µw ±σw of the datasets’ activity composite durations.
For very large DS, performance dropped for all datasets.
Figure 6 shows the TM performance while varying the number of activity
topics. All TM approaches show a similar trend on: performances increase with K
until saturation. We assume a saturation point Ks , such that variability in accuracy
for K > Ks was less than 2%. For DART, saturation occurred at Ks ≈ 22, for
Opportunity at Ks ≈ 7. Both results are close to the lower bound M . In contrast,
Ubicomp’08 showed saturation at Ks ≈ 13 only, matching the number of activity
primitives N in the Ubicomp’08 dataset.
7.3. Performance of TMs Compared to Baseline
For DART, the baseline k-means clustering outperformed the LDA approach
for low topic count. Although DART showed high primitive sequence similarity (q = 1), the NTM approach did not enhance performance compared to
LDA. At empirical-optimal TM parameters the best performing TM was CTM
and the baseline showed similar accuracy and no statistically significant difference was found (χ2 = 1.7), while LDA performed significantly worse than CTM
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Figure 6: Average class-specific accuracies and standard deviation for DART (DS = 0.7 min),
Ubicomp’08 (DS = 30 min) and Opportunity (DS = 2.5 min) datasets, while varying numbers
of activity topics K between M (number of activity composites, lower bound) and N (number
of activity primitives). The closer K is set towards the lower bound M , the more likely activity
topics will resemble directly to activity composites.

(χ2 = 10.5). However, for large segment sizes (DS > 1 min) the baseline performance dropped and the TMs gained up to 10% in accuracy.
All TM approaches outperformed the baseline in the Ubicomp’08 and Opportunity datasets. Especially NTM showed a 8% statistically significant performance increase on Ubicomp’08 for empirical-optimal segment sizes (χ2 = 4.6)
and even outperformed the standard TM LDA (by 6%, χ2 = 12.3). Here, the
primitive sequence similarity contributed valuable information to structuring activity composites. Compared to LDA, the CTM showed increased performance
for larger segment sizes on Ubicomp’08.
For Opportunity, 17% were gained statistically significantly by LDA and CTM
compared to the baseline given an empirical-optimal segment size setting (χ2 =
35.8). However, the CTM performed similar to LDA (χ2 = 0.4). NTM performed
about 10% worse than LDA. For larger segment sizes (DS > 1 min), the baseline
did not discover the shortest activity composite relaxing that had a mean duration
of µ = 0.6 min.
7.4. Effect of Activity Primitive Noise on Discovery
Figure 7 depicts the noise-related performance decrease of baseline, all TM
approaches and all datasets. In all datasets, the k-means clustering was more sen17
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Figure 7: Relative activity discovery performance under primitive recognition noise using k-means
clustering, LDA, NTM, and CTM approaches for DART, Ubicomp’08, and Opportunity datasets.
Activity primitive deletions and insertions were analyzed separately for the most and least relevant
activity primitives in the datasets. LDA showed most robust performance.

sitive to noise than LDA. Especially for insertions, accuracy of k-means decreased
already at small activity primitive noise (Opportunity: 10%, DART: 20%) regardless of the share of activity primitives affected (most important). LDA showed to
be resistant against deletion errors: accuracy decreased only for deletions above
80% for Ubicomp’08 and Opportunity, and above 40% for DART. DART and Ubicomp’08 datasets were robust against insertion noise compared to Opportunity,
where LDA accuracy dropped starting from 20% insertions for high percentages
of activity primitives affected.
Compared to LDA, NTM is more sensitive to noise. This result could indicate
that the primitive sequence was disturbed by deletions and insertions and thus no
meaningful n-grams were found. However, for DART, noise did not influence
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NTM accuracy. CTM showed to be more sensitive to noise compared to LDA
on all datasets, especially for noise on the least relevant activity primitives in
Opportunity.
8. Discussion
Results showed that for all datasets the TM approaches could outperform our
baseline k-means clustering for large segment sizes. This effect is probably due
to more diverse activity primitive histograms with increasing DS. The discovery
performance of all methods was highest for the DART dataset (∼ 95%), followed
by Ubicomp’08 (∼ 80%) and Opportunity (∼ 65%). We attribute the performance
differences between the three datasets to the different dataset complexities that
showed the same relation. For DART, complexity was lowest as measured by the
dataset properties (see Fig. 4), followed by Ubicomp’08 and Opportunity.
8.1. Selecting Optimal TM Parameters
The segment size DS is an important parameter to be set when applying TMs
in activity discovery. Following the hypothesis that an activity composite should
be specific in the representation by activity primitives, an optimal segment size
would be the duration of every activity composite instance. However, an a-priori
knowledge of the activity composite duration is typically not given in activity
discovery. The results in this work across all datasets indicate that the empiricaloptimal DS could be chosen around the weighted mean duration µw ± σw of
activity composites. When applying activity discovery to unknown data this value
needs to be estimated. Expected mean and variance of activity composite durations could be approximated from available datasets with similar properties.
Clearly, future TM frameworks would benefit from an extension to set DS dynamically based on data.
The number of activity topics K depended on the diversity of patterns available in the dataset. A low K, close to the number of activity composites M ,
would reveal more general topics. When K > M , i.e. K approaches the number
of activity primitives N would find more specific activity topics. Clearly, K = M
would be an ideal choice. The higher the number of topics, the less apparent is the
activity topic to activity composite mapping. If K → N , the discovery method
transforms activity primitive histograms only and becomes redundant at K = N .
The accuracy saturation points Ks showed Ks > M for all datasets, suggesting that the targeted number of activity composites may not represent the dataset
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structure. For example, unlabeled data that includes non-categorized activity patterns may require additional activity topics. As real-life datasets typically contain
unlabeled data and the composite distribution is not known a priori, we used activity primitives within unlabeled composites for TM and k-means topic discovery.
However, the kNN based mapping of topics and known activity composites was
applied excluding the unlabeled class. Unlabeled data in our datasets may have
influenced the parameter analyses. We analyzed statistics of the unlabeled data
in the datasets to provide convenient comparison for subsequent investigations.
Specifically, we considered the ratio of unlabeled data vs. total data size (Dart:
0.15, Ubicomp’08: 0.26, Opportunity 0.18). To assess the occurrence frequency
of unlabeled data in the dataset, we derived the ratio of unlabeled data transitions
vs. total number of label transitions: 0.15 for Dart, 0.49 for Ubicomp’08 and 0.53
for Opportunity.
For the Ubicomp’08 dataset, we found Ks = N , thus one could conclude
that the activity composites targeted for this dataset may not represent the data
structure sufficiently. Rather, the four activity composites appear too broad compared to the variety of topics discovered in the dataset. In general, setting K is
a tradeoff between representing all available activity composites in a dataset, and
the discovery method’s ability to map activity topics to activity composites. For
activity discovery we recommend to select K close to the number of expected
activity composites M , but allow K > M to cover unknown topics.
The guidelines for optimal TM parameters in our work focused on choosing DS and K. Our results provide formal and empirical parameter bounds but
may not exactly match the optimum values, as parameters highly depended on the
dataset itself. Due to the limited availability of datasets that provide annotations
at two granularity levels only three datasets could be investigated.
8.2. Selecting a TM Approach
Our results showed that TMs can provide better activity discovery performance compared to k-means clustering. However, the actual gain of a TM compared to clustering and the best TM choice depends on the dataset and its properties. For DART, the TM approaches in this work did not outperform baseline
k-means clustering. The activity composite specificity was found to be high and
almost no overlap between activity primitives was derived (s = 0.99). In this
dataset, the structure of activities is obvious from the primitives and therefore
TMs cannot attain advantages. However, the conditions change if more realistic
primitive recognition noise is added (see further below). For datasets with lower
activity composite specificity, TMs could clearly enhance discovery performance.
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The less specific activity composites are, the higher are the discovery performance
gains. For Ubicomp’08, the gain was about 8% (s = 0.79) and for Opportunity,
∼17% (s = 0.39) at the optimal segment size. Thus, TMs may only bring advantages for complex datasets in terms of their dataset properties.
In this paper, we introduced and analyzed the NTM to leverage activity primitives sequence similarity for activity discovery. Results indicated that for a dataset
with perfect primitive sequence similarity (DART) the NTM did not enhance discovery performance. Similar observations were made with the same dataset earlier
when investigating composite recognition [2]. We assume that the high composite
specificity in DART could yield the maximum discovery performance, hence sequence information does not provide further gains. For the Ubicomp’08 dataset,
sequence information helped to increase performance by 5% compared to LDA.
The NTM found valid n-grams, as e.g. walking - using toilet - washing hands. On
the contrary, for Opportunity the NTM performed worse than LDA.
The CTM considered correlations of different activity topics appearing in the
same time segment. Generally, the CTM did not enhance performance compared
to LDA. In order to reveal correlations, correlated activity topics would need to
occur frequently in the same time segment, which most probably did not. Only
for large segment sizes in Ubicomp’08, the CTM showed increased discovery
performance. At higher segment sizes the probability for co-occurring topics in a
time segment increases and thus benefit the CTM.
8.3. Performance under Noise
Our results revealed that LDA was the most robust TM under noisy primitive
input. Overall, LDA showed better performance compared to k-means clustering (see Fig. 7). The NTM was more sensitive to noise as the activity primitive
sequence similarity was disturbed and thus no meaningful n-grams could be found
to enhance accuracy (see Fig. 7). Filtering of activity primitive sequences might
reduce the impact of noise on the sequence similarity. While the CTM showed
similar or even better discovery performance compared to the LDA under ideal
input, the CTM was less robust against noise. This result is probably due to additional estimation complexity in the CTM method.
For LDA, insertions did not affect performance for DART and Ubicomp’08
datasets. This result suggest that there is a robust underlying activity composite structure, denoted by the activity primitives. However, discovery performance
declined for Opportunity, most probably due to the low activity composites specificity of this dataset (s = 0.39). These results suggest that for datasets with high
or moderate composite specificity (Dart: s = 0.99 and Ubicomp’08: s = 0.79 )
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LDA is more robust against false positives than false negatives. Subsequently, activity primitive recognizers should be tuned for high recall, while precision could
be reduced without negative effects on the discovery performance. In contrast,
for datasets with low composite specificity (Opportunity), primitive recognizers
should provide high precision and high recall to ensure discovery performance.
The noise investigations were focused on type 1 (insertions) and type 2 (deletions) errors, the basic statistical error types as they occur for primitive spotting
and detectors. For primitive classifiers also substitutions and timing errors are
likely. However, timing errors would only influence results if the timing shift was
across an analysis frame of segment size DS. However, DS is typically large to
capture multiple activity primitives, such that timing errors may only have minor
effect on the overall performance. Substitutions are defined by insertions and deletions at the same time. The probability for substitutions among different classes
and thus the noise model itself highly depends on the applied classifier. To provide
a classifier independent noise model with little complexity we focused on insertions and deletions. An empirical lower bound for the substitution error could be
approximated from the insertion and deletion errors presented in our analyses.
9. Conclusion
In this work, we investigate three topic modeling approaches based on LDA,
NTM, CTM, in three public activity datasets to obtain guidelines for TM parameter selection depending on the dataset properties. The NTM was introduced in
this work to incorporate frequently occurring primitive sequence similarity information into the discovery process. The CTM was introduced to deal with cooccurring topics. We compared the TM approaches among themselves and to a
k-means clustering to support model selection under ideal and noisy primitive input conditions. Results suggest, that a segment size within the weighted mean and
standard deviation of activity composite durations provides close-to-optimal settings across all datasets. The number of activity topics should be selected close to
the number of expected activity composites to maximize the discovery method’s
benefits. Choosing higher settings for the activity topics results in more redundancy in the TM output.
Our results showed that TMs can provide better discovery performance compared to a k-means clustering, with performance increases up to 17% in complex dataset. However, for datasets with obvious activity composite structures, kmeans clustering was sufficient. Primitive sequence similarity information showed
to be an important addition to TM-based discovery for complex datasets.
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The CTM yielded similar performance as LDA for ideal primitive inputs.
However, the CTM was more sensitive to noise compared to LDA. The NTM
showed high sensitivity to noise, deletions and insertions disturbed the primitive
sequence similarity. Yet, filtering of activity primitive sequence streams could
help to overcome noise sensitivity. Overall, the LDA approach performed best on
all datasets under both, ideal and noisy activity primitive input.
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